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SALE

113 Grenfell Street, Oshawa

35 Edith Drive, Toronto

396 Victoria Park Avenue, Toronto

PRICE $599,900.00

SOLD $1,685,000.00

PRICE $799,000.00

SOLD

237 Glebemount Avenue, Toronto

SEPTEMBER 2021 - HIGHEST

71 The Bridle Path
Sold $23,850,000.00

22 Ruby Lang Lane, Toronto
SOLD $1,285,888.00

SOLD $1,271,000.00

Who Are These People On
Aldo's Trades List On The
Back Cover?
John is the best auto body guy I have
dealt with in all my years. He goes over
and above to do the best job possible at
the best price possible. If you want to
get your car painted or fixed, please
give him a call and see why we use
John and recommend him all the time!
J.B.'s Auto at (416) 712-6302... and by
the way, he answers his phone!

~

Edouard has been re-glazing bathtubs
for me for at least 5 years now. I have
had others do it in the past and I have
not been completely satisfied with their
work. If you have a bathtub that you
need to have re-glazed, give Edouard a
call and he will make it brand new.
Great job! Great price and Fast! Way
better than ripping it out, replacing it
and re-tiling the whole enclosure. You
can get Edouard at (416) 820-5184.
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S OLD
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SOLD

340 Olive Avenue
Sold $485,508.00

SEPTEMBER 2021 - LOWEST

92 Stansbury Crescent, Toronto
SOLD $1,400,000.00

SOLD
YOUR HOUSE
HERE IN OUR NEXT
NEWSLETTER

197 Virginia Avenue, Toronto
SOLD $953,000.00

We sponsor the Canadian Breast Cancer Foundation, Children’s Miracle Network,
Renascent Treatment Centres, Scott Mission and Dr. Roz’s Healing Place

OCTOBER MARKET UPDATE
Tighten your seatbelts... the ride isn't over yet! The market has had less sales over the last 4 months compared
to the same period last year. The prices however on average in the GTA are up about 18.3% year over year. Some areas
are less explosive price wise and some are gaining over 20% year over year.
Here is a rundown on the year over year price changes:
- Detached properties in Toronto have gone up 19.5%
- Detached properties in the 905 area code have gone up 31.4%
- Condo apartments in Toronto have gone up 8.5%
- Condo apartments in the 905 area code have gone up 18%
The good news is that the 18.3% increase in sale prices puts us in 14th place in the overall North American Market.

CALL ME ANY TIME TO FIND OUT HOW MUCH YOUR SPECIFIC AREA HAS GONE UP YEAR OVER YEAR

The cause of the price gains continues to be lack of inventory. Listing inventory is presently at 9,191 and last year at this
time we had 18,167 listings - almost double the listings. We will see what the fall Market brings. The inventory is still low
and the prices will continue to have upward pressure in this low inventory climate. The supply chain problems we hear
about on the news every day mimic what we are facing with real estate in the GTA. We are still experiencing a minimum
of 3 and as many as 10 - 15 offers on properties if they are priced within the range of recent sales. This tells us that the
buyers are still out there in droves.
Rumor has it that the interest rates are going to be going up next year. Although interest rate increases cause prices to
go down, inflation is happening. So it again puts us in a interesting situation where we will have two forces at work interest rates rising and inflation. Push and pull. It will be a fascinating ride again in 2022! Fasten your seatbelts.
My passion is Real Estate. Call me to discuss your plans, your options or your future as far as Real Estate is concerned.
Look for your yearly calendar in the 1st week of December. We look forward to serving you for many years to come.
Have a great Autumn! (Fall doesn't sound quite right)
Talk soon,

Aldo

